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Abstract
Controlling the nucleation and growth of nanoparticles in low temperature plasma systems 
is imperative for controlling nanoparticle size distributions; and for some applications such 
as deposition and etching in microelectronic processing, preventing particle contamination. 
In this work, silicon nanoparticle (NP) production from silane is used as a model system 
to investigate the nucleation process. Although the mechanisms responsible for silicon NP 
nucleation and growth have been studied, it is unclear how controllable system parameters 
(e.g., pressure, system geometry, and gas composition) can be used to inhibit or promote 
NP formation. For example, the transport of reactive silane species is expected to signifi-
cantly affect the feed fraction of silane required to nucleate silicon NP (the nucleation onset 
fraction) due to losses at the reactor walls. In this work, NP mass density was determined 
as a function of system pressure, gas composition, and reactor diameter for a tubular flow-
through radiofrequency plasma using Ar/H2/He/SiH4 gas mixtures. A quartz crystal micro-
balance impactor was developed to measure the total aerosol mass density downstream of 
the plasma and thereby identify the nucleation onset and its dependence on process param-
eters. A reaction mechanism was developed and incorporated into a global plasma chemis-
try model to better understand the nucleation onset and NP growth.
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Introduction

The promotion or suppression of silicon nanoparticle formation in dilute silane containing 
plasmas is a topic of interest within the nanomaterials field. Silicon nanoparticles are being 
investigated for their use in photocatalysis [1, 2], optoelectronics [3], energy storage [4], 
and medicine [5, 6]. Controlling the nucleation and growth rate of nanoparticles allows for 
increased particle mass yields, control over particle size, or even suppressed particle for-
mation if particles are undesired. In the case of semiconductor processing, particle deposi-
tion onto microelectronics devices during fabrication steps using plasmas continues to be 
a source of reduced yields [7]. With device dimensions having approached nm scale, parti-
cles below 10 nm in diameter are “killer defects” [8]. The suppression of particle formation 
in these systems typically is accomplished by reducing plasma power, which reduces pro-
cessing rates and utilization of the feedstock gases. As such, the ability to suppress particle 
formation while promoting film growth or etching is of great benefit.

Several methods have been reported to reduce particle contamination of thin films dur-
ing plasma processing. The methods used to prevent existing particles from reaching a film 
surface include increasing the volumetric flowrate through the plasma reactor to sweep 
out particles [9] and leveraging thermophoresis to transport particles away from a higher 
temperature substrate [10]. Plasma pulsing has also been shown to be capable of reduc-
ing particle formation and/or removing electrostatically trapped particles [11–14]. Silane 
containing plasmas for silicon amorphous film deposition are often diluted with hydrogen 
to improve film quality [15, 16], a practice that has also been shown to inhibit particle for-
mation [14, 17]. As a side effect, hydrogen dilution can also decrease film deposition rates 
[18]. In spite of these techniques, particle contamination remains a significant problem and 
is made more challenging by the need to prevent formation of particles less than 10 nm in 
diameter to meet current process requirements. Methods of in-situ detection of small densi-
ties of particles less than 10 nm in diameter are required to ensure that state-of-the-art sem-
iconducting processing reactors operate at acceptably low levels of particle contamination.

A variety of commercially available instruments can be used for the in-situ detection 
and quantification of aerosol nanoparticles including: scanning mobility particle sizers 
(SMPSs) [19], electrical low pressure impactors (ELPIs) [20], and micro-orifice uniform 
deposit impactors (MOUDIs) [21]. These devices are well suited for sampling aerosols at 
atmospheric pressure where the gas density is high. For these conditions, ELPIs can detect 
particles below 10 nm in diameter. However, most semiconductor processing reactors and 
low temperature plasma reactors operate at pressures in the range  10–3 to 10 mbar. Diag-
nostic methods suitable for atmospheric or low pressure sampling include optical particle 
spectrometers (OPCs) [22, 23] and aerosol mass spectrometers (AMSs) [24–26]. OPCs are 
suitable for detecting particles above 70 nm in size [22], and AMSs can detect particles 
down to about 10 nm in size [24]. Although each of these devices are powerful, robust and 
cost-effective techniques to detect low concentrations of aerosol particles below 10 nm in 
size under low pressure conditions are still needed.

In this paper, we discuss the development and application of a quartz crystal micro-
balance (QCM) impactor capable of detecting nanoparticles having sizes 10  nm or less 
under low pressure conditions. Although size information cannot be obtained directly from 
the diagnostic reported herein, there are significant benefits of using a single impaction 
stage including: high mass resolution, high mass sensitivity, low capital cost compared 
to other instruments, and low operating expenses. For applications such as monitoring 
dust contamination in microelectronic processing reactors, size information is not always 
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important since the goal is often to suppress nanoparticle formation, or more specifically, 
have the mass density of the aerosol below a certain value defined by the process qual-
ity control constraints. As a demonstration of the capabilities of this QCM impactor, we 
explored silicon nanoparticle nucleation from silane in a low temperature plasma reactor, 
and processes that contribute to the nucleation of such particles.

In spite of several studies related to the nucleation and formation of silicon nanoparti-
cles in dilute silane plasmas, little focus has been given to suppressing or promoting parti-
cle formation by exploiting the transport of reactive silane radical species. Maemura et al. 
studied particle densities in a parallel plate plasma reactor at two different electrode spac-
ings; however, the effects of electrode spacing on particle mass density were unclear [27]. 
Bhandakar et al. demonstrated that particle formation can be suppressed by increasing the 
Brownian diffusion of reactive species by increasing the bulk gas temperature [28].

In this work, a QCM impactor was developed to study the effects of tube diameter, reac-
tor pressure, and gas composition on particle formation (presented as a mass density of par-
ticles leaving the plasma reactor). Decreasing the discharge tube diameter inhibited particle 
formation as reactive species diffuse shorter distances on average to be lost to the reactor 
walls. Since diffusion coefficients scale inversely with pressure, to test the hypothesis we 
showed that increasing pressure can also promote particle formation by suppressing dif-
fusive losses. As hydrogen addition to the gas mixture is known to inhibit particle growth, 
hydrogen content in the reactor inlet was also varied to determine if the consequences of 
hydrogen content and tube diameter/operating pressure are cumulative. A 0-dimensional 
global plasma chemistry model was adapted to predict NP growth, and to provide further 
insights into silicon nanoparticle growth as a function of inlet gas composition and reactor 
diameter.

Methods

To quantify the effects of pressure, reactor tube diameter, hydrogen content, and the silane 
fraction fed on NP nucleation, experiments were performed for two sets of conditions: con-
stant pressure, and constant reactor tube diameter. For each of these cases, hydrogen con-
tent and the silane fraction were varied, however, the total molar flowrate was constant 
for all experiments. Particles generated in the plasma reactor were detected by the QCM 
impactor. Comparison of trends for NP production were made with results from the global 
plasma chemistry model.

Experimental Methods

The primary components of the experimental setup are the tubular plasma reactor and the 
QCM impactor, illustrated in Fig. 1. The plasma reactor consists of a 25 cm-long fused 
silica tube with two ring electrodes to produce a capacitively coupled plasma (CCP). Tubes 
having inner diameters of 1.0 cm, 1.7 cm, 2.2 cm, and 3.2 cm were investigated. Further 
details on the reactor geometry can be found in section S.1 of the Supplemental Informa-
tion (SI). The feed gas was 0.9% silane in helium and a balance gas of either pure argon, 
10% hydrogen in argon, or pure hydrogen. The total molar flowrate, controlled by flow 
controllers (MKS Instruments and Bronkhorst), of the feed gas was held constant at 52 
standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). The reactor pressure was varied from 4.5 to 
8.5 Torr by throttling the pump via a valve. A radio frequency (RF) 13.56 MHz AG0163 
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power supply with an AIT600 matching network (T&C Power Conversion) was used to 
supply the plasma reactor with 5 W of power, which was constant for all conditions. Ide-
ally, average plasma parameters (e.g., electron temperature, ion density, bulk gas temper-
ature) would be kept constant for all conditions; however, the measurement and mainte-
nance of these parameters was beyond the scope of this work. Note that the measurement 
of plasma parameters for a silane plasma using Langmuir probe techniques [29] is made 
challenging due to silicon deposition fouling on the probe tips [30].

Downstream of the plasma reactor, gas was diverted to the QCM impactor. The amount 
of gas diverted was not held constant due to the different reactor pressures and chemical 
composition. A 150 μm diameter orifice tube (Lenox Laser) was used to impact particles 
onto the quartz crystal (Telemark, part number 880-0201-3). Molar flowrates to the QCM 
were determined using software provided by the orifice manufacturer [31]. The pressure 
downstream of the orifice was held at 0.2 Torr.

For the conditions of this investigation, all particles, irrespective of size, are expected 
to impact onto the quartz crystal since the critical cutoff diameter of impaction, dp,c, was 
always less than 1 Å (much smaller than any critical cluster size). As a result, the QCM 
measures the total aerosol mass current in the sample stream. The cutoff diameter of 
impaction is given by [23]:

where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas, DO is the diameter of the orifice, StkC is the 
critical Stokes number (0.24 for a circular orifice), ρp is the mass density of the particle 
material (i.e. silicon), Q is the volumetric flowrate through the orifice, and CC(P) is the 
Cunningham slip correction factor, which is dependent on pressure. Particles were assumed 
to stick to the QCM surface since the particles were small (< 10 nm) and thus the particles 
had a smaller kinetic energy in comparison to the adhesion energy [32, 33]. Particle size 
was verified using a transmission electron microscope (TEM), and results can be found 
in Sect. S.2 of the SI. To maintain constant impaction conditions, the orifice was cleaned 
between experiments using sonification in water for 5 min followed by blasting with pres-
surized air. The orifice was subsequently dried in a desiccator oven.

The quartz crystal was held by a sensor head (Telemark) equipped with a shutter. The 
resonance frequency of the quartz crystal was monitored using an OSC-100 oscillator (Infi-
con) and an FTM-2400 quartz crystal monitor (Kurt J. Lesker). The change in resonance 

(1)dp,c =

(

9� ⋅ � ⋅ D3
O
⋅ StkC

4 ⋅ �p ⋅ Q ⋅ CC(P)

)0.5

Fig. 1  a Schematic of the experimental apparatus b diagram of the QCM impactor
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frequency of the quartz crystal can be converted into a mass loading by using the Sauer-
brey equation [34]:

where Δm is the change in the mass loading of the quartz crystal, Δf is the change 
in the quartz crystal resonance frequency, A is the effective crystal area, ρq is the den-
sity of the quartz crystal (2.65  g   cm−3), μq is the shear modulus of the quartz crystal 
(2.95   1011 g   cm−1   s−2), and f0 is the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode of the 
quartz crystal (6 MHz). To avoid overloading, the quartz crystal was replaced whenever 
Δf > 40  Hz from its original value. The sampling procedure for the QCM is as follows: 
plasma ignition, opening the QCM shutter after 10  s, particle sampling for up to 120  s, 
closing the QCM shutter, turning the plasma off. Deposition rates were determined by fit-
ting the linear response of the QCM. Deposition rates were then converted into particle 
mass densities by normalizing the deposition rates by the volumetric flowrate to the QCM.

Particles were impacted onto a small area at the center of the crystal. As a result, the 
calculated mass loading is expected to be overestimated by a constant factor if the effec-
tive crystal area is assumed to be that of the overlapping electrodes on the quartz crys-
tal (0.33   cm2, as determined from the electrode geometry shown in Fig.  S.3 of the SI). 
This overestimate is due to the quartz crystal having a radially dependent mass sensitiv-
ity, with a maximum sensitivity at the center [34–36]. To account for this effect, the sen-
sitivity of the QCM was determined as a function of radial distance from the center of 
the quartz crystal, r. To perform this calibration, a 200 ng μL−1 solution of < 25 nm  TiO2 
nanoparticles (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog number 637254) in deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) 
was prepared. QCM sensitivity as a function of r was determined by depositing 0.2 μL of 
the prepared solution at various locations for a series of quartz crystals. The water was 
left to evaporate at atmospheric conditions for 6  min, leaving behind a deposit of  TiO2 
nanoparticles of a known mass. QCM sensitivity was then calculated as the change in the 
quartz crystal resonance frequency over the mass loading. The positions of the deposits 
were measured from digital images of the quartz crystals. To avoid depositing over existing 
deposit and to simplify image processing, up to 4 depositions were performed in a line for 
each quartz crystal.

Downstream of the QCM, a quadrapole mass spectrometer (ExTorr Inc., Model XT300) 
was used to determine the amount of remaining silane. Ionization of the silane was per-
formed by electron impact using an electron energy of 70 eV and a current of 2 mA. The 
m/z = 31 peak (corresponding to the mass-to-charge ratio of  SiH3

+, a dominant product 
of dissociative ionization of  SiH4) was normalized by the m/z = 4 peak (corresponding to 
helium) to account for small fluctuations of the reactor pressure upon plasma ignition and 
termination, which directly affected the flow to the mass spectrometer.

Computational Methods

GlobalKin, a 0-dimensional plasma chemistry model, was adapted for use in this work 
to predict NP growth. A detailed description of GlobalKin can be found in Refs. [37] 
and [38]. GlobalKin provides a volume averaged description of a plasma reactor by 
accounting for electron impact reactions, heavy particle reactions, surface reactions, and 
gas flow. Species densities are solved by integrating their continuity equations while 

(2)Δm = −Δf ⋅

(

A ⋅ (�q ⋅ �q)
0.5

2 ⋅ f 2
0

)
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accounting for sources and losses due to gas flow, diffusion to surfaces, and reactions 
with electrons, ions, and neutrals. An average electron temperature is given by the elec-
tron energy equation. The master equation for the density of species i is

where the first sum is over reactions j having rate coefficient kj and l reactants. The stoi-
chiometric coefficient for reactant species i in reaction j is aR

ij
 and for products is aP

ij
 . The 

second summation accounts for reactions on m different surfaces each having a fraction fm 
of the total surface area. The first term in brackets is for loss of species i having diffusion 
coefficient Di, diffusion length Λ and sticking coefficient Sim on surface m. The second term 
is for gain in species i due to reactions on the surface of species k with branching ratio to 
produce species i of gikm.

The conditions for the model are those of the experiment—a 52  sccm Ar/He/SiH4 
mixture flowing into a quartz tube reactor (diameter = 1.0  cm − 3.2  cm). Gas flow 
through the reactor is approximated using a plug-flow approach such that a slug of gas 
travels down the length of the reactor (15 cm) with an initial speed dependent upon inlet 
flowrate, gas density, and cross-sectional area of the reactor. The flow speed is adjusted 
as electron impact, heavy particle reactions, and gas heating change gas density to main-
tain a constant pressure. The power density profile is specified to approximate that of 
the experiment with a volume integral of the power density being held constant at 5 W.

A particle growth algorithm was incorporated into GlobalKin to investigate trends in 
Si NP growth and suppression as functions of plasma operating conditions. A list of spe-
cies and reactions used in the model for NP growth are in S.8 of the SI. Briefly, silane 
molecules undergo electron impact dissociation to form  SixHy radical species. A radical 
species is any  SinHm species where m < 2n + 2 . Any species having m = 2n + 2 is a sat-
urated silane species. Dissociation of silane molecules is produced by electron impact 
dissociative excitation and ionization, dissociative recombination, charge exchange, and 
excitation transfer from rare gas atoms.  SinHm radicals combine with each other or with 
saturated molecules to form higher order  SinHm species. This process continues until 
 SinHm clusters become large enough to be classified as nanoparticles. Here we classified 
a nanoparticle to be any  SinHm species with n ≥ 13 . For example, the reaction

produces a NP as the sum of the silicon atoms in the reactants exceeds 12.
Nucleation reactions, as in Eq. (4), initially produce and increase both the mass den-

sity and number density of NPs. Surface growth reactions, such as

add to the mass density of NPs while not adding to the number density of NPs. Coagula-
tion reactions such as

decrease the number density of NPs while not changing the mass density, thus yielding 
particles with larger effective radii. Neutral NPs were classified as being saturated or radi-
cals, depending on the growth species.

(3)
dni

dt
=
∑

j

{

(

aP
ij
− aR

ij

)

kj

∏

l

n
aR
ij

l

}

+
∑

m

{

−
Dini

Λ2
fmSim +

∑

k

Dknk

Λ2
fmSkmgikm

}

(4)Si3H7 + Si11H24 → NP

(5)SiH3 + NP → NP

(6)NP + NP → NP
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The choice to represent a NP as any  SinHm species having greater than 13 Si atoms 
was based in part on computational efficiency and part on the concept of “critical 
cluster size.” As higher order  SinHm species are included in the mechanism, the num-
ber of reactions needed—and therefore the computational time required—to account 
for nucleation and coagulation grows rapidly. Here we take “critical cluster size” to 
mean the point at which a particle has reached a sufficiently large radius that growth 
is dominated by surface processes (silane radicals sticking on the growing NP) and 
later by coagulation reactions (NP reacting with NP). Once the silane radicals have 
been depleted, growth is dominated by coagulation. The cross sections for both radical 
growth and coagulation increase as the number of Si atoms in the particle increases 
[39]. Optimization of the reaction mechanism used here has shown that the choice of 
13 Si atoms to a NP enables representation of nucleation, growth and coagulation pro-
cesses with relative computational efficiency on the timescales relevant in this system. 
This cluster size is consistent with experimental measurements of the smallest observ-
able Si cluster by differential mobility analysis [40]. Nucleation, growth, and coagula-
tion reactions occur simultaneously, though we expect the rate of coagulation to domi-
nate as particles increase in size and silane radicals are depleted.

When nanoparticle number density in the plasma is high, they can carry both nega-
tive and positive charge [41, 42]. Negative and positive nanoparticles are accounted for 
as separate species with independent mass densities. Negative and positive nanoparti-
cles can interact with neutral nanoparticles through charge exchange or coagulation, 
or with each other through neutralization reactions. We assume that the elementary 
charge on the particles does not exceed ±1 . Previous work has shown that this assump-
tion is valid when the nanoparticle diameter is small [43].

Particle growth is tracked by accounting for changes in particle mass density,

where ρm is the instantaneous mass density of particle species m, kij is the reaction rate 
coefficient between species i and j having densities ni and nj. ∆mij is the change in mass of 
the NP due to these reactions. Losses in particle mass density due to diffusion to the reac-
tor walls are also accounted for (Eq. 3).

The instantaneous NP mass is derived from the mass density as

where ni is the number density of NP particle species i. Assuming particles are spherical, 
the radius of the particle scales as

where r0 is the original radius of the particle species and m0 is the original mass of the 
particle species.

(7)
d�m

dt
=
∑

i,j

ninjkij
(

±Δmij

)

(8)mi =
�i

ni

(9)r
i
= r

0

(

m
i

m
0

)1∕3
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Scaling of NP Nucleation and Growth

Experiments were performed to validate the QCM impactor and to determine the effects of 
system parameters on particle formation. Qualifying the QCM impactor included verify-
ing that the QCM could detect the onset of particle formation and calibrating the QCM to 
accurately relate the QCM response to mass loading. Following verification of the QCM 
impactor, the effects of pressure, hydrogen content, reactor tube diameter, and the silane 
fraction at the reactor inlet on particle formation were investigated using both experimental 
and computational methods.

Verification of the QCM Impactor

Preliminary validation of the QCM impactor, and establishing a nucleation threshold silane 
inlet fraction, were performed by tracking Δf over time while varying the fraction of silane 
fed into the plasma reactor around the nucleation threshold, as shown in Fig. 2. The expec-
tation is that below the particle nucleation threshold, no mass deposition will be observed, 
as indicated by negligible change in the sensor resonance frequency. Above the threshold, 
a disproportionately large linear slope will be observed when compared to the silane inlet 
fraction below threshold. Very little to no particle deposition was observed up to a reactor 
inlet silane fraction of 140 ppm. However, particle deposition was observed at a silane inlet 
fraction of 174 ppm, indicated by the linear shift of the quartz crystal resonance frequency 
that is larger in magnitude than the digital noise floor. This result establishes a baseline that 
a minimum silane concentration at the reactor inlet is required for particles to nucleate and 
be detected [44, 45].

Since the resolution of the QCM is 0.1 Hz and instrumental drift is low (< 0.1 Hz  min−1), 
particles were said to be observed if Δf/Δt > 0.3 Hz  min−1. The reactor inlet silane fraction 
required to satisfy this criterion is defined as the nucleation onset fraction. Although this 
definition ignores potential particle losses upstream of the QCM, and variation in particle 
transmission efficiency due to distributions in particle size, it does account for the abrupt 
jump of Δf/Δt observed over a relatively small change in silane feed fraction. A geometric 
description of the gas line from the plasma reactor to the QCM impactor orifice is provided 
in section S.4 of the SI.

Fig. 2  The change in the quartz 
crystal resonance frequency over 
time for various molar fractions 
of silane fed into the plasma 
reactor. The following param-
eters were used: reactor pressure: 
6.5 Torr, tube diameter: 1.7 cm, 
and balance gas: spure Ar
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To accurately relate the change in frequency of the QCM to a mass loading, quartz 
crystal sensitivity (defined as S = − Δf/Δm) as a function of r was determined as shown 
by Fig. 3. Bessel functions and modified Bessel functions have been shown to accurately 
model the radially-dependent vibrational response of planar quartz crystals [35]. However, 
Eq. (10), an empirical relationship reported in the literature [46, 47], provided a more accu-
rate description of the data. Note that similar expressions are used for plano-convex crys-
tals [35]. A comparison of the two models can be found in Sect. S.3 of the SI.

Smax represents the maximum sensitivity of the quartz crystal (where r = 0), and β is an 
empirical constant which describes the width of the sensitivity distribution. Values for Smax 
and β were determined to be 3.40 Hz   ng−1 and 73   cm−2 respectively. The area-averaged 
sensitivity of the quartz crystals was determined to be 0.28 Hz  ng−1 using Eq. (11),

where r0 is the radius of the exposed quartz crystal (0.405 cm). From taking the ratio of 
Smax to Savg, sensitivity of the quartz crystal is increased by a factor of 12 when deposit-
ing on the center of the quartz crystals rather than over the entire area. These sensitivi-
ties can also be converted into a minimum mass deposition rate required for detection by 
the QCM impactor of 88 pg  min−1 for the center of the quartz crystal and approximately 
1056 pg  min−1 when depositing over the entire exposed area.

The Effects of System Parameters on Particle Formation: Experimental

To relate the nucleation onset fraction to experimental parameters, particle mass density 
(the mass deposition rate normalized by the volumetric flowrate to the QCM) was deter-
mined as a function of the silane fraction in the reactor inlet, reactor pressure, and hydro-
gen content, as shown in Fig. 4. For all cases, the mass density increased with increasing 
silane fraction at the reactor inlet. Intuitively, as more silane was fed into the reactor, more 
mass can be incorporated into particles. As pressure was increased at the same fraction 

(10)S = Smax ⋅ exp(−� ⋅ r2)

(11)Savg =
2

r2
0
∫

r0

0

S(r) ⋅ r ⋅ dr

Fig. 3  Sensitivity of the quartz 
crystal, S, as a function of radial 
position, r. The dotted line rep-
resents the fit given by Eq. (10), 
and the error bars represent 
the area over which the deposit 
was spread. The maximum and 
area averaged sensitivities are 
provided
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of silane at the reactor inlet, particle mass density increased for all cases. The increase in 
mass density of the NPs agrees with the hypothesis that decreasing the diffusion coefficient 
of reactive silane radical species (by increasing the pressure) promotes particle formation 
over film deposition on the walls of the reactor. As the diffusion coefficient of reactive spe-
cies is decreased and the reactor size is held constant, more radical species can be incor-
porated into particles before depositing on the walls since transport to the reactor walls is 
limited. Note that by the ideal gas law, increasing pressure will increase the silane mass 
density at the reactor inlet even if the fraction is the same. However, the pressure effects are 

Fig. 4  Particle mass density as a 
function of the silane fraction fed 
into the plasma reactor for vari-
ous pressures given a balance gas 
of a pure Ar, b 10%  H2 in Ar, c 
pure  H2. Tube diameter was held 
constant at 1.7 cm. Tabulated 
parameters and results are pro-
vided in section S.5 of the SI

(a)

(b)

(c)
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still significant if Fig. 4 is replotted as a function of silane mass density at the reactor inlet 
rather than silane fraction (see Sect. S.6 of the SI). 

When a 10%  H2 gas mixture was used in the inlet, shown by Fig.  4b, particle mass 
density generally increased compared to the pure argon case, shown by Fig. 4a. This result 
was surprising as hydrogen has been reported to suppress particle formation [14, 17]. A 
moderate amount of  H2 in the balance gas appears to be disproportionately inhibiting film 
formation on the walls over particle growth for these conditions. Hydrogen radicals can 
deprotonate silane and other silyl species via hydrogen abstraction [48, 49], and the result-
ant faster reaction kinetics are expected to promote particle formation over film growth due 
to diffusion to the walls.

This mechanism would require the increased rate of silane deprotonation by hydrogen 
radicals to be greater than the increase in conversion of reactive silyl species back into 
silane by hydrogen incorporation. Alternatively, a small to moderate amount of  H2 in the 
inlet flow may disproportionally inhibit film formation over particle formation by reducing 
the number of potential reactive sites on the reactor walls. Upon increasing the hydrogen 
fraction from 10%  H2 to pure  H2, particle mass density in the effluent was decreased by 
over an order of magnitude (Fig. 4b, c). Particle formation is suppressed for high fractions 
of hydrogen in the balance gas. This effect will be later discussed in more detail.

Since the suppression of particle formation is important for a variety of industrial pro-
cesses, the nucleation onset fraction was measured as a function of pressure and hydrogen 
content in the balance gas. The results are shown by Fig.  5. The nucleation onset frac-
tion provides a minimum reactor inlet silane fraction above which particles can be detected 
with the QCM impactor. As the reactor pressure was increased, the nucleation onset frac-
tion generally decreased. The effect of pressure was most significant when the balance gas 
was 10%  H2 where the nucleation onset fraction was reduced by a factor of 3 over a pres-
sure range of 4.5 Torr to 8.5 Torr. However, this reduction was small considering that the 
increase in pressure results in an increase of the density of silane at the rector inlet by 
approximately a factor of 2. When a balance gas of pure  H2 was used, the nucleation onset 
fraction was larger and nearly constant over the pressure range that was investigated.

When the balance gas was switched to pure  H2, particle formation was greatly sup-
pressed, as shown by Figs. 4c, 5. This result corroborates previous reports in the literature 
[14, 17], and can be explained by the suppression of silane conversion into reactive spe-
cies. Mass spectroscopy was performed for verification, as shown in Fig. 6. For the pure 

Fig. 5  The nucleation onset 
fraction of silane as a function 
of reactor pressure for vari-
ous balance gases. The reactor 
tube diameter was 1.7 cm. The 
bottom and top of the error bars 
represent the reactor inlet silane 
fractions at which the measured 
deposition rate was below and 
above the nucleation threshold 
respectively
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Ar case, total silane conversion (into either particles or film on the walls) was over 95%. 
For the pure  H2 case, the total silane conversion was only 34%. As such, large fractions of 
hydrogen seem to aid in suppressing particle formation. However, there is a cost of also 
significantly reducing silane utilization.

Silane conversion was independent of tube diameter for 1.0  cm and 3.2  cm tubes at 
6.5 Torr and otherwise the same flow conditions, as determined by mass spectroscopy of 
the plasma effluent (Fig.  6). The timescale of silane conversion is expected to be much 
shorter than the gas residence time in the plasma reactor [50], and the observed film dep-
osition onto the reactor walls was consistent with that expectation, being largely located 
upstream or at the powered electrode with little film deposition past the grounded elec-
trode (vide infra). As such, gas residence time, which changes with tube diameter at other-
wise the same flow conditions, is not expected to be an important parameter in determining 
eluted particle mass density for our conditions. It would be ideal to have the capability to 
channel the silicon mass into either particle formation or film deposition, depending on the 
goal of the process, while maintaining a high precursor conversion. Varying reactor tube 
diameter appears promising to that end.

An interesting observation was made that the particle mass density increased with tube 
diameter, despite the conversion of silane being independent of tube diameter. To assess 
how the reactor tube diameter affects particle formation, particle mass density was meas-
ured as a function of the reactor inlet silane fraction at a constant reactor pressure of 
6.5 Torr for various tube diameters, as shown by Fig. 7. Similar to the results shown in 
Fig. 4, particle mass density increased with increasing silane fraction at the reactor inlet 
for any given tube diameter. Upon increasing the tube diameter, particle mass density 
increased significantly for the pure Ar and 10%  H2 cases (over an order of magnitude when 
comparing the 1.0 cm tube mass densities to the 3.2 cm tube mass densities). These experi-
ments were carried out at constant pressure and flow rate, and thus were free of artifacts 
due to changing silane mass density at the reactor inlet. This result is consistent with the 
original hypothesis that smaller tubes will suppress particle formation due to higher rates 
of diffusion loss to the walls. To further support the hypothesis, film deposition on the 
reactor walls was observed to increase for smaller tube sizes (noted by a much darker col-
oration on the reactor tube) as shown by Fig. 8. Each tube was subject to the same experi-
mental conditions and methods (apart from the variable tube diameter). It is noted that 

Fig. 6  Mass spectroscopy results 
showing the m/z = 31 intensity 
(silane) over the m/z = 4 intensity 
(helium) as a function of time 
given a balance gas of pure Ar or 
 H2. The silane feed fraction was 
1388 ppm, the reactor pressure 
was 6.5 Torr. Two tube diameters 
were tested: 1.0 cm and 3.2 cm. 
Tabulated parameters and results 
are provided in section S.5 of 
the SI
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deposition was eventually observed for tubes of all sizes upon extended use, although the 
deposition was more rapid on smaller tubes (data not shown here).

Particle mass densities were similar for the cases when the balance gas was Ar com-
pared to 10%  H2 (all else kept constant). However, when the balance gas was switched to 
pure  H2, a significant decrease in particle mass densities occurred. For the pure  H2 case, 
particle mass density no longer increased with increasing tube diameter. High  H2 content 
may be lowering reaction rates such that deposition on the reactor walls is limited by kinet-
ics rather than diffusion. This would explain why particle formation was suppressed (due to 

Fig. 7  Mass deposition rate as 
a function of the reactor inlet 
silane fraction fed into the 
plasma reactor for various tube 
diameters given a balance gas of 
a pure Ar, b 10%  H2 in Ar, c pure 
 H2. Reactor pressure was held 
constant at 6.5 Torr. Tabulated 
parameters and results are pro-
vided in section S.5 of the SI

(a)

(b)
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the lower concentrations of reactive species) and why the tube diameter becomes less rel-
evant. As previously discussed, high  H2 content can suppress both particle and film forma-
tion on the walls of the tube. As such, the potential benefit of inhibiting particle formation 
is accompanied by reducing the film deposition rate.

The results shown in Fig. 7 indicate that increasing reactor tube diameter can increase 
particle mass density when the background gas is Ar, while with a balance gas of pure 
 H2, the particle mass density is nominally independent of tube diameter. It is not immedi-
ately clear how the nucleation onset fraction of silane will be affected. As such, it is useful 
to express the nucleation onset fraction of silane as a function of reactor parameters for 
applications which focus on inhibiting particle formation. The nucleation onset fractions 
as a function of tube diameter given a balance gas of pure Ar, 10%  H2, and pure  H2 are 
shown in Fig. 9. For the pure argon case, increasing the tube diameter from 1.0 to 3.2 cm 
decreases the nucleation onset fraction by over an order of magnitude, a result explained by 
diffusion losses to the wall.

Upon switching to a balance gas of 10%  H2, increasing the tube diameter from 1.0 
to 3.2 cm only decreased the nucleation onset fraction by a factor of 2, as hydrogen can 

Fig. 8  Image of the silicon 
deposit on reactor tubes of 
various sizes. A 0.4 cm tube is 
included here to exaggerate tube 
diameter effects. Each tube was 
subjected to the same experi-
mental conditions, apart from the 
changing tube diameter

Fig. 9  The nucleation onset 
fraction of silane as a function 
of reactor tube diameter for 
various balance gases. The reac-
tor pressure was 6.5 Torr. The 
bottom and top of the error bars 
represent the reactor inlet silane 
fractions at which the measured 
deposition rate was below and 
above the nucleation threshold 
respectively
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suppress the effects of varying tube diameter by limiting reaction kinetics. This result 
may suggest that the deprotonation of silane radical species by hydrogen radicals was not 
significant compared to the insertion of hydrogen to convert reactive silane species back 
into silane species. As such, hydrogen may generally inhibit silane conversion, but dis-
proportionally favor particle formation or film formation depending on the specific reactor 
conditions.

The nucleation onset fraction was significantly increased when the balance gas was 
switched to pure  H2, meaning particle nucleation was  suppressed. The nucleation onset 
fraction appears to be largely independent of the tube diameter for a pure  H2 balance gas. 
Although varying  H2 content and varying the tube diameter appear to be useful param-
eters for suppressing or promoting particle formation, these effects cannot be combined 
to suppress particle formation. Although hydrogen may be required for some deposition 
processes to control film crystallinity [15, 16], for processes that do not require hydrogen, 
the use of small reactor sizes for deposition processes shows promise for inhibiting particle 
formation.

The Effects of System Parameters on Particle Formation: Modelling

The computer model GlobalKin was used to further investigate the effects of changing 
reactor operating conditions on the nucleation and growth of silicon nanoparticles. The 
inlet gas mixture was flowed at 52 sccm with a small fraction (70–1000 ppm) of silane 
in argon through tubular reactors having varying diameters (1.0 cm, 1.7 cm, 2.2 cm, and 
3.2 cm). The total RF power deposited and the pressure were held constant for all cases 
(5 W and 6.5 Torr).

The simulated mass densities and particle radii for the neutral NP (which had the largest 
density) as a function of inlet silane fraction are shown in Fig. 10 for all reactor diameters. 
The reactor outlet at which point these measurements were made is located 15 cm down-
stream of the inlet and 10 cm downstream of the power deposition region. The experimen-
tal sampling site is 60–61 cm further downstream. NP losses occurring in the sampling line 
that connects the plasma reactor to the QCM and the collection efficiency of the QCM have 
not been accounted for in the model. The model results are a measure of the maximum NP 
production rates and expect to closely track the experimental measurements downstream.

The general trends from the model closely match the experimental results of increasing 
mass density with increasing silane fraction. For all conditions, silane was converted to 
reactive precursor species within a few cm of the flow entering the power deposition zone, 
allowing for particle nucleation to rapidly begin. This observation is consistent with the 
results shown in Fig. 9 which suggests that onset of nucleation occurs at an inlet fraction 
of 200 ppm of silane or less in pure argon for all reactor sizes. In nearly all cases, silane 
consumption exceeded 95%.

These results suggest that NP growth is reaction limited and transport dominated. Parti-
cle number density at the outlet is higher for low silane inlet fractions than with large silane 
fractions. Inlet silane is depleted at roughly the same rate regardless of inlet silane fraction 
across all cases at the same reactor diameter. Nanoparticle number density increases in the 
plasma with increasing silane inlet fraction. However, at midrange silane inlet fractions 
(200 ppm for the 3.2 cm case) nanoparticle number density decreases downstream of the 
plasma as particles reach a critical cluster size and coagulate to form larger particles.

The model tracks a sequence of higher silane species and a single NP species, and the 
mass and radius of the NP species is calculated. Aside from the Si that may stick on the 
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walls, the total mass (number) of Si atoms is conserved as a function of position. The dis-
tribution of that mass can be, for example, a larger number density of smaller NPs or a 
smaller number density of larger NPs. As long as there is a flux of silane radicals nucleating 
NPs at the smallest radius, the number density of NPs increases while keeping the average 
size of the NP small. Once nucleation (the creation of new NPs) ceases due to the depletion 
of nucleating radicals, growth of NPs is dominated by coagulation (NP + NP → NP), which 
reduces the number of NPs while increasing the radius of the remaining NP to conserve the 
total mass of Si. These processes are occurring simultaneously—though one process can 
dominate over another.

In the low silane inlet fraction cases, the number density of particles downstream 
remains high, and their size is small. This indicates that the dominant process adding mass 
to the NPs is nucleation. Nucleation will increase the particle number density by continu-
ally supplying small particles to the system while coagulation will decrease the number 
density as particles combine to create larger particles. The particle size does increase 
somewhat, and that increase in NP diameter can be attributed primarily to coagulation. 
These results for the low silane inlet fraction cases suggest particles are unable to grow 

Fig. 10  Particle mass density 
(a) and radius (b) predicted by 
GlobalKin as a function of silane 
inlet fraction in argon for differ-
ent reactor diameters
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large enough for coagulation to dominate, meanwhile reactive precursors are lost to the 
wall or swept from the reactor by fluid flow.

A comparison of particle mass densities and radii across all reactor diameters at con-
stant silane inlet fraction reinforces this observation. As reactor diameter decreases at con-
stant inlet flow rate and pressure, the speed of the plug moving down the reactor increases. 
For comparison, the estimated plug speed in the 1.0 cm diameter reactor is about 150 cm/s 
whereas the estimated plug speed in the 3.2 cm reactor is 14 cm/s. The mass density of par-
ticles in all 3.2 cm cases is 2–3 times that in the 1.0 cm cases (3600 pg/cm3 in the 3.2 cm 
reactor and 1700 pg/cm3 in the 1.0 cm reactor at 500 ppm, for example). Due to the high 
rate of fluid flow in the 1.0 cm case, silane spends less time in the plasma region. However, 
the power deposition increases at the same rate, resulting in about the same dissociation 
fraction as in the 3.2 cm case. However, as noted above, decreasing the reactor diameter 
also decreases the effective diffusion length to the walls. Modelling results suggest that 
particle growth can be suppressed by decreasing reactor diameter or by decreasing silane 
inlet fraction, consistent with the experimental results. Film formation is most likely sup-
pressed by increasing reactor size and adjusting silane inlet fraction above the nucleation 
threshold to achieve a target particle size.

To demonstrate the potential consequences of sticking coefficients to the reactor walls, 
which is a way of adjusting diffusional losses of reactive species to the boundary of the sys-
tem, on nucleation and growth rates of particles in the plasma and gas phases, two extremes 
were simulated with the model—a small tube (1 cm diameter) with zero and unity sticking 
coefficients for all radicals, and a large tube (3.2 cm diameter). The reactor conditions are 
a constant flow rate of 52 sccm, 5 W, 6.5 Torr and 350 ppm  SiH4. The results for particle 
mass density and particle radius as a function of reactor position are shown in Fig. 11. For 
a diameter of 1 cm, there is a significant increase in particle radius and particle mass den-
sity from a sticking coefficient, s = 1 to s = 0. For a diameter of 3.2 cm, there is little change 
in particle radius for the same change in sticking coefficient. The particle mass density 
increases with decreasing sticking coefficient, though less appreciably in the 3.2 cm case 
compared to the 1.0 cm case. For a diameter of 1.0 cm, the more rapid rate of radical loss 
to the walls with s = 1, even with a smaller residence time, results in lower net growth rates, 
smaller particles, and lower total particle mass density. For a diameter of 3.2 cm there is 
little change in the particle diameter between s = 0 and s = 1 as volumetric processes are 
dominating the number densities of particle precursors and growth species in the plasma 
zone. However, downstream, after nucleation has occurred for both cases, the s = 0 case 
produces a larger number density of smaller particles due to growth reactions of radicals 
onto the particles dominating over coagulation.

Conclusions

In this work, a QCM impactor has been shown to be a promising method for sampling aer-
osolized particles (of sizes below 10 nm) under vacuum conditions at low mass densities. 
By depositing particles on the center of a QCM crystal, rather than over the entire area, 
device sensitivity was shown to increase by over an order of magnitude. Using this QCM 
impactor, particle mass densities from the effluent of a dilute silane plasma were measured. 
These mass densities were determined as a function of the inlet silane fraction, gas compo-
sition, reactor pressure, and reactor tube diameter. Increasing the reactor tube diameter was 
shown to significantly increase particle mass density, and increasing the reactor pressure 
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was also shown to increase particle mass density. Particle formation was greatly inhibited 
when pure  H2 was used as the balance gas. These results suggest that species diffusion to 
surfaces that act as sinks (e.g. reactor walls) plays a major role in determining whether 
film formation is favored over particle formation. Reactor conditions having high hydrogen 
fraction suppresses both film formation, and to a greater extent, particle formation.

Experimental and modeling results indicate that diffusion of radicals and their loss on 
the walls can be important with respect to NP formation. When varying the sticking coeffi-
cient of silicon precursor species on the reactor walls in the model, we see similar depend-
encies with respect to the experiments. These dependencies could be sensitive functions 
of reactor radius as sticking coefficients are likely a function of reactor radius. Changes 
in sticking coefficient at the reactor walls would be expected as the walls are subject to 
heating, ion bombardment, and photo desorption over the life of the reactor. As a film is 
deposited on the walls, sticking coefficients may change. Further studies are needed to fully 
parameterize these dependencies. Results from the model suggest that controlling particle 
growth and film formation is a delicate balance between controlling the particle growth 
regime (nucleation vs. coagulation) and fluid properties. Additionally, the model results 

Fig. 11  Particle properties for 
varying sticking coefficients. 
a Particle radius and b mass 
density for tube diameters of 1.0 
and 3.2 cm for two cases of the 
sticking coefficient for all silane 
radical species, s = 0 and s = 1
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suggest that reactor diameter (which also determines residence time for a given flow rate) 
should be tuned in combination with inlet gas composition to either achieve a particle-free 
film, or particles of a specified size while also suppressing film formation on the reactor 
walls.
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